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it is also important to get your car serviced regularly, with a reputable shop, and when there is a problem with your
vehicle, have it repaired promptly. the service and repair shop will have a way to determine if the odometer

rollback has been tampered with. there are also many other ways that an odometer rollback can be detected. if
you are in the position of determining if your car is a lemon, and you are considering getting a new car, and you

find out that the other car has a defective odometer rollback, you might want to consider what this means for the
value of the car. did the dealer knowingly resell the car with a defective odometer rollback? or did someone have
to tamper with the odometer rollback? the answer to this question can give you insight into whether you should
consider buying the car or not. there are many cars that come with an odometer rollback already installed, so it

would be important to check that out. a car that was purchased new may have an odometer rollback, or the
odometer rollback could have been tampered with. for example, if the odometer rollback is only 2,000 miles, is the
odometer rollback working? if the odometer rollback is not working, then it is time to have the car checked by an
independent mechanic. if you are suspicious that a car has been tampered with and you want to do something

about it, or if you want to make sure that the odometer rollback is working correctly, the best thing to do is to get
your car serviced regularly, with a reputable shop, and when there is a problem with your vehicle, have it repaired

promptly. the service and repair shop will have a way to determine if the odometer rollback has been tampered
with.
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a similar situation exists with the nhtsas rule, which requires that vehicle sales and
financing be done through the dealers, a requirement that the dealers claim has

caused them to invest hundreds of thousands of dollars in new software and
vehicles to comply. what is not in dispute is that consumers have been seriously
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harmed by odometer fraud, and the resulting loss of the difference between what
is owed and what is actually owed on the vehicle. while the financial impact of
odometer fraud is significant, consumers are also harmed when title fraud is

involved. title fraud occurs when a person obtains title to a vehicle by providing
false information in the transaction. for example, when the car title is transferred
to the buyer, the buyer and seller must sign the title application. the buyer signs
the application, which includes the odometer disclosure statement, and delivers
the title application to the seller. the seller signs the application, and the seller
delivers the title application to the mvd with a written or electronic certification

that the odometer disclosure statement is accurate. the mvd then delivers the title
application to the dmv, which records the transfer of the title to the vehicle. the
problem is that the buyer may have altered the odometer reading when he signs
the application, and the seller may have been complicit by failing to discover the

alteration and not record the fraudulent reading on the title application.
alternatively, the seller may have been complicit when the buyer altered the
odometer reading by failing to discover the alteration before signing the title

application. 5ec8ef588b
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